Team Swindon Cycles and Swindon Wheelers – Double Hill Climb
Held on courses UH60A and UH60B on Saturday 11th September
2021
Promoted for and on behalf of Cycling Time Trials under their rules
and regulations
Event Organiser: Nick Lowe (Team Swindon Cycles)
Event Co-Organiser: Howard King (Swindon Wheelers)
Timekeepers: Ian Boon (start) and Bridget Boon (finish)
Volunteers: Tracy Marchant, Denis Hedges, Matthew Russell (Team
Swindon Cycles), Chris Lowe (Swindon Road Club), (Swindon
Wheelers)
HQ was ‘Time at the Forge’ in Aldbourne
Many thanks to them for supplying the ‘tea shed’ as the HQ
Report
28 riders signed on, not all of them doing both climbs.
Whilst less entries than last year there was still a good field of some
really good hill climbers
A few clouds, temperatures of 18 – 19 degrees and a ‘breeze’ – ideal
weather, although some observed “head wind on climb 1”.
Alex Whitmore and Glyndwr Griffiths won climb 1 and 2 respectively by
30 and 5 seconds, with Alex taking the overall.
Although on climb two, riders were posting competitive times against
each other.

Prizes
The event has always wanted to put as much of the entry fees back into
the prize fund. This year was no different.
Riders would be eligible for each climb prize but only one category
overall (excluding the team prize).
Category
Overall
Climb 1
Climb 2
W/WV Overall
W/WV Climb 1
W/WV Climb 2
Juv. Overall
Espoir/Jun.
Overall
Senior Overall
Vet. Overall
Spot Prize

Winner
Alex Whitmore - £12
Alex Whitmore - £8
Glyndwr Griffiths - £8
Bithja Jones - £12
Bithja Jones - £8
Bithja Jones - £8
Benjamin Collins - £8
Alex Higuera - £12
Charlie Lacaille - £12
Karl Norris - £12
Amanda Seedon - £5

Due to COVID-19 guidelines there was no presentation afterwards.
Prize money will send via BACS so please contact me at
NJLowe1401@gmail.com
Finally, feedback from riders has been great and as always it was a
good day

